TO JUMP FOR JOY:
THE RITES OF DANCE ACCORDING TO R. NAHMAN OF BRATZLAV
Michael Fishbane

What happens when we dance? What really happens when the Omaha Indians circle a
ritual pole, the Wanyamwezi pitch in ecstasy, or the Basques perform their fox dance? What
happens in these patterns of movement, these convoluted leaps and revolutions? Can one really
dance the corn out of ground or ensure the rhythms of heaven? It depends on whom you ask.
Euripides and Lucian of old had their theories; and modern anthropologists don't lack for
answers either, when they divine in dance encoded dramas of class and crisis, emotional release,
or rites of transformation. Philosophers naturally propose their own perspectives about form and
motion, and physiologists feel the pulse of altered states of consciousness.1

Everything has its place, and there is no doubt that these viewpoints help explain aspects of
living behavior—or even their representation in art and textual tradition. Take for example the
teaching of Rabbi Moshe Hayyirn Ephraim of Sudilkov (ca. 1737-1800), which builds on a
parable learned from his grandfather, the Baal Shem Tov. In a comment on the biblical verse
"And all the nation saw the sounds" (Exodus 20:18), found in the context of the Sinai theophany
the master seeks to explain this apparent oxymoron. An analogy is offered of a musician who
played with great sweetness upon his instrument, to the degree that all who heard his sounds
drew close and leaped in joy—all that is except a deaf person who was present and called such
behavior utter folly. This image is compared to Sinai, we learn, when God appeared before the
nation in a great light, and the assembled people perceived the joy of the heavenly hosts, who
jumped for joy, enthralled with the sweet light of the Torah and its sounds. In their own lower
spiritual state, the people only saw this joy; but since they were also blessed with some wisdom,
they pressed forward to try and hear—that is to hear the sounds of Torah and bask in its holy
light.2

Never mind that there is a striking discordance between the parable and its application,
insofar as the deaf man in the former stands aloof, in incomprehensive mockery, while in the
latter the people first perceive a limited, visual truth, and desire a deeper (aural) understanding.
This difference, I think, suggests that the parable was formulated independently of the biblical
verse and its interpretation. In fact, we may infer that the Baal Shem's parable was originally
intended to ridicule the opponents of early Hasidism (the Mitnaggedim), who aggressively
criticized their counterparts ecstatic movements in prayer.3 The Hasidic counterthrust here is
that such rebuke was devoid of religious insight. The biblical citation put in the deaf man's
mouth ("What can joy achieve?"; Ecclesiastes 2:2) underscores this jibe—for through it the
rebukers are made to condemn themselves as spiritually deaf, able to perceive only the external
aspects of religious expression. On the other hand, the mythic moment at Sinai is reenacted in
Hasidic rite whenever the faithful seek to rise towards the light of transcendence as it appears in
the course of prayer and study. The movements of dance thus express a desire for divinity. The
Mitnaggedim resisted these forms as folly, and in so doing dramatized their antagonism and
difference. Little wonder that Hasidim called these Others "enemies," and their own Inner-circle
"our fellowship of peace" (’anshei shelomeinu).

But let us press further, and hear the afterlife of our parable, as it was taught by Rabbi
Nahman ben Simhah of Bratzlav (1772-1810), the nephew of Rabbi Moshe Hayyim and greatgrandson of the Baal Shem himself. In his mouth, the teaching was radically transformed. Come
and hear.
"Concerning joy (simhah), consider this parable: Sometimes when people are rejoicing
and dancing, they grab a person from outside (the circle)—one who is sad (be-`atzvut)
and depressed—and press him against his will into the circle (mahol) of dancers
(meraqqedim), and force him to rejoice with them. So it is with joy: for when a person is
happy, his depression and sufferings stand off to the side. But the higher level is to strive
and pursue that very depression, and bring it into joy... For (indeed:) there are (types of)
sorrow and woe that are (manifestations of) the (demonic) Other Side, and do not want to

be bearers of holiness; hence they flee from joy, and one must force them into (the sphere
of) holiness—namely, joy—against their will…."4
This revision of the parable is remarkable—for in it the social and nomistic aspects of the
earlier versions have been thoroughly psychologized.5 The double circle of dancers (whether the
holy troupe vs. the scoffer, or the angelic ensemble vis-à-vis the people of Israel) is now the
dramatic representation of a psychic division, an inner-splitting whereby the joyous celebrant
temporarily cuts himself off from depressive deadness. Significantly, Rabbi Nahman affirms this
momentary revitalization and does not reduce it to religious observance. That is not to deny or
demote the joyous observance of the commandments. Indeed, Nahman repeatedly stressed that:
'iqqar ha-simhah min ha-mitzvot ("the essence of joy arises through the commandments")6—a
principle which derives ultimately from the Talmud (b. Shabbat 30b) and its Zoharic
reformulation (Vayehi, I. 216a).7 It is rather that he was also aware that (religious) joy may be
regenerated from the most natural and seemingly frivolous of acts (ve-'afilu be-milei deshetuta).8 Hence simple dance—when in the service of religious ends, and not purely private
passions (hitlahavut ha-yetzer)—may induce a catalytic catharsis and lead to a higher healing.
But this requires the celebrant to direct the energies so elicited toward the divisive and
depressive dimensions of the self. Accordingly, the master instructs his hearers to work for
psychic wholeness—urging a psychological activism that pursues the agents of one's depression
in all their guises, and transforms them through the agency of joy.

Dance is thus both the arch-act and arch-metaphor for this cathartic process. In another,
related teaching, Rabbi Nahman goes on to stress how depression is an illness, a hola'at, when
the cords of joy are snapped and one is put in a bad temper, so to speak.9 The antidote (refu’ah)
is the joy of dance, or malol, whose swirl draws the heavenly Shekhinah down to the earthly
realm, to alight upon the sick soul (holeh) in healing union. This process gives a mysticalmessianic application to the rabbinic teaching cited by Nahman: "In the future the Holy One,

blessed be He, will be at the head of every ill person (holeh), for the righteous ones (tzaddiqim)
in the future."10

For struck by the two central nouns holeh and tzaddiqim, the sick and the healthy,
Nahman depicts a ritual process whereby dance (mahol) transforms the depressed person
(hola'at) into a saint (tzaddiq) through its power to engender joy and a conjunction with the
heavenly realm. Indeed, Nahman's substitution of the feminine epithet Shekhinah for the
masculine Holy One not only hints at the mystical valence of this Union—whereby the supernal
masculine and feminine gradations of God (namely, of Yesod, also called Tzaddiq; and Malkhut,
also called Shekhinah) are unified. It also points to the psychosomatic process whereby the
individual is regenerated into a whole and healthy being. At once, the dancer is both male and
female: a whirling circle and its axis of rotation; the engendering foundation and the orbit of
Eros. Given the language of Nahman's exegesis (playing on hola'at and mahol), and the fact that
he elsewhere recites the dictum that God will himself be a mahol (dance) for the righteous in the
future,11 I would suggest that the whole hermeneutic is based on a calculated mishearing. To his
Yiddishized ear, the word mahol was perceived as mohol, that is, as having the overtone of
spiritual healing and forgiveness (mehilah).12 Nahman concretized this (dialectal) convergence,
deeming it a linguistic sign of supernal and spiritual truth. From this perspective, dance is a deep
transformational grammar.

***

The full messianic aspect of Rabbi Nahman's teaching may be approximated in stages.
As a first step, let us mention his treatment of Isaiah 35: 10—a verse which functions as biblical
prooftext for several instructions. Speaking to the nation in exile, the prophet had said: "The
redeemed of the Lord will return (yeshuvun): they shall come rejoicing to Zion, with eternal joy
on their head (simhat `olam `al rosham); they shall attain (yasigu) gladness and joy, while sorrow

and despair flee." Nahman reads this promise psychologically, and gives it a more activist
character. For him, joy is not simply received by divine grace, but aggressively pursued; for
with the arousal of joy the forces of sadness flee (borehim), and must therefore be forcibly seized
(yitpesu)—in order that the self may be integrated and perfected as a true "chariot of holiness."13
This is clearly a complex and paradoxical doctrine, whereby personal redemption requires the
self to absorb (and not just neutralize) negative energies. The deeper mythic dimension is
indicated by Nahman's designation of despair as the demonic Other Side.14

In Rabbi Nahman's worldview, which derives ultimately from features in the Zohar as
mediated through Lurianic belief and practice, the Other Side (or Sitra Ahra) has its root as
negative "judgments" (dinim) in the divine attribute of Understanding (Binah).15 In the
conception of the supernal hierarchy imagined as a cosmic Anthropos, this gradation corresponds
to the heart (lev). From here the deposits of dinim descend through the thighs and feet of the
Divine Body (the gradations of Netzah and Hod), and become lodged in the lowest extremities,
the heel(s).16 Significantly, Nahman says that the means to force these negative extrusions
(hitzonim) "to flee" (le-havriah) the lower Corpus is to "draw down" (mamshikh) Joy from (its
source in) the inner-root of Understanding. This theurgical "action" (pe'ulah) is effected on earth
through a psychosomatic activation of energy (hitlahavut) which results in the movements of
dance (riqqudin).17 Indeed the arousal of human feet in holy (divinely directed) dance releases
the fluids of Joy from the heavenly Heart; and as they course through the divine Body and its
earthly image, the demonic deposits are leached and purified. Thus are the thighs (birkayim), for
example, transformed into a blessing (berakhah) and a birthright (bekhorah).18

The patriarch Jacob exemplifies this supernatural process. For though he was born
holding on to the "heel" (‘aqev) of his brother Esau, and, indeed, has that very fact inscribed in
his own name (Ya‘aqov), the hidden reality is that his name is a complex multiple of the divine
Name Elohim, which symbolizes the Powers of Judgment, and through that identity he perceived

that the source of these Powers is in Binah, whose essence is Joy.19 Accordingly, says Nahman,
when Jacob perceived that the Thighs of the divine hierarchy (Netzah and Hod) were invaded by
destructive Judgment, he went to their Source, his father Isaac (who symbolizes True Power),
and brought him wine to drink (Genesis 27:25)—knowing that "Wine makes the heart of man
rejoice" (Psalm 104:15). That is, through his mystical understanding that wine connotes the
spiritual stimulus which opens the heart of the Divine Anthropos (the "Man") to the blessed
energy of Joy, Jacob brought wine to his earthly father, so that he, Isaac, might rejoice and infuse
him with supernal bounty.20 In this way, both upper and lower worlds were blessed.

On another occasion, Jacob effects this therapy on the Cosmic Corpus with his own
body—for Rabbi Nahman interprets the phrase "And Jacob raised (va-yissa') his legs" (lit., set
forth; Genesis 29: 1) to indicate the truth of dance, whereby one's bodily movements may (with
the right intention) "draw down" (le-hamshikh) Joy from the inner-recesses of the divine heart to
the lower limbs.21 This interfusion of energy elicits the manifestation of the most hidden Mother
and Bride (Binah), and thus activates a mystical marriage within Divinity itself.22 Moreover,
when Jacob married (nasa’) Leah (who symbolizes this Feminine gradation) he created another
conjunction of the corresponding hierarchies in heaven. This mystical moment was celebrated
by the dancers at Jacob's marriage feast, according to Nahman's theosophical interpretation of an
ancient midrash.23 And it may also be induced through joyous dance at any Jewish wedding.

***

Dance is thus a deep process of human and divine transformation, whereby the gravity of
human sin and depression, and their grave divine consequences are suspended—at least
momentarily, as one jumps in and through the joy which animates the whole body. Indeed, in
Rabbi Nahman's view, human sin and depression secrete negative judgments through the blood
of the body, and these coagulate, like embolisms, in the lower extremities, preventing the proper

circuit of blood to the heart, which is the source of healthy life and joy.24 This results in
corresponding blockages in the arteries or "channels" of the divine Corpus, and these can only be
thinned or "sweetened" through the human process of self-judgment, whereby the individual
"judges himself" and corrects his behavior in the light of the Torah and its teachings. Then the
weight of sin is released and one is blessed with the lightness of dance—which is the pulse of
joy, down to one's heel (‘eqev). Rabbi Nahman found this truth encoded in the biblical verse,
"And it shall be if (‘eqev) you heed these judgments (mishpatim) and observe them carefully"
(Deuteronomy 7:12). For he interprets it to mean that if one enacts self-judgment (and its
corresponding behavioral corrections) one will merit the fullness of joy throughout one's body. 25

These ideas have roots in rabbinic lore. On the one hand an ancient midrash taught a
deep homology between the 613 divine commandments and the human body, to the effect that
the 248 positive commandments of Scripture correspond to the same sum of bodily parts (even
as the 365 negative commandments correspond to the number of arteries and to the days of the
solar year).26 One implication is that ritual performance has anthropic and cosmic dimensions—
such that the positive and negative duties fulfill the human self as a whole, while the latter ones
also preserve the natural order. Add to this the midrashic teaching that fulfillment of the
commandments "adds strength" to the divine, while sins diminish or "weaken" its power, and the
mythic ground of rabbinic ritual comes into view, against the background of a heavenly
Anthropos.27 What one does has effects—above and below. In this light, the old midrash on
Deuteronomy 7:12, which interpreted the phrase "if (‘eqev) you heed the commandments" as an
exhortation to guard lest even a minor commandment lie hidden under one's heel (‘aqev), has
rich mythic possibilities—since even those sins may debilitate man and God alike.28

The theosophic worldview appropriated by Rabbi Nahman had long since maximized the
mythic potential of such speculation. For from the period of the Zohar itself, in the 13th century,
the divine Anthropos was the ultimate beneficiary of the various commandments which were

enacted by the human being (with all his mind, body, and means). One need merely recall the
pertinent passages in the Zohar itself, where "the commandments of the Torah are all connected
with the supernal, holy King;"29 or in many works of the Middle Ages, such as Sefer HaRimmon, by Moshe de Leon,30 or the commentary on the commandments (Sefer Ta`amei HaMitzvot) attributed to Rabbi Yitzhaq ibn Farhi to prove the point31—and of course from there
throughout the whole Lurianic corpus and its derivatives.32 Moreover, the theosophical notion
that precipitates of evil from human sin lodge in the heels of the Cosmic Anthropos is also found
in Castillian sources and their Safadic intensifications. R. Isaac Luria and R. Hayyim Vital
provide numerous ways to participate in the mythical drama of divine purification—and gave
special attention to the flaws of the feet.

Rabbi Nahman absorbed these teachings and reformulated them in light of his
psychosomatic theories of joy.33 As he says, when one sins with any given limb or organ, and
breaks any one of the 613 commandments of the Torah, a "defect" (or pegam) is caused to the
Torah and the sinner, such that the joy inherent in God's word is blocked and the human being is
not only cut-off from its holy energy but left with the depressive deadness of a wholly natural
being.34 For "The commands of the Lord are upright, rejoicing the heart" (Psalm 19:9); and how
can these agents of divine vitality act on the heart if they are not absorbed through the limbs
which perform the commandments with joyful intent?35 Accordingly, each and every
commandment has an inherent structure of joy, and one must activate that joy in its proper
manner—the hands, say, through gift-giving or holding the Lulav and Etrog correctly; the mouth,
through pure prayer and honest speech; and of course the sexual organs, through the holiness of
matrimonial union and procreation. The feet or legs also have their ideal functions, such as
walking on the Sabbath, going on a pilgrimage, or dancing before the Bride—-both divine and
human.36

The full activation of the entire body in holy actions is thus a therapeutic of total joy,
whereby the currents of divine energy enliven and integrate the human being in all 613 parts. No
wonder that Nahman says that
"Joy (simhah) is a total structure (qomah shelemah), comprised of 248 limbs and
365 arteries, and therefore when one rejoices or dances, he must be certain that he
activates (ya`avor) the entirety of joy, from head to heel; for sometimes joy is only in the
feet, or only in the heart, or only in the head, as alluded to by the verse, "and eternal joy
on their head" (Isaiah 35:10). But the essence of joy is that one activate the entirety of
joy; that is, through the whole structure that joy comprises. And for that one needs many
mitzvot: for the root of the points of the mitzvot are in [the gradation of] joy; and "the
commands of the Lord rejoice the heart" (Psalm 19:9); and every one of the 613
commandments has a specific limb [in the structure of joy]—each one according to its
type."37
Accordingly, he concludes, if one sins in any way one causes a defect in the entire bodily
structure (qomah), and this must be "repaired and rebuilt" (le-taqqen u-livnot) through confession
and the proper actions.

All this is clear enough. But to fully grasp Rabbi Nahman’s theology of dance we must, I
think, penetrate the micro- and macro-systems which the human body mediates. Let me begin
with the latter, since in the previous citation there was reference to the qomah which must be
maintained or rebuilt. In my view, this nomenclature points beyond the human body to the
Cosmic Qomah—the full structure of the Heavenly Anthropos whose limbs and arteries contain
in their hidden depth the roots of the divine commandments which the human qomah may
activate through joyful performance of the halakhic duties associated with them. Other
indications support this claim—among them the repeated emphasis in Nahman's sermons and
prayers that "feet" are the divine gradations of Netzah and Hod (Eternity and Glory), and that
their elevation in holy joy may purify these two pillars of truth and "bring" them to their "holy
Source (above)."38

At the other pole is the micro-structure of dance, which is, in fact, the deep structure of
each and every commandment. For Rabbi Nahman not only identifies the core of each mitzvah
with joy, as discussed earlier, but, precisely because each commandment replicates the
anthropomorphic structure (or qomah) of the whole,39 understands the lower or imperfect level of
each commandment as its "feet."40 Thus he teaches that all "the lower levels which are called
'feet'" (ha-madregot ha-tahtonot ha-mekhunot raglayim)—like evil speech, or money, or
barrenness—may be elevated through the holy actions requisite for their transformation. Indeed,
even faith (’emunah) has forms called "feet" that may be re-established upon a firm foundation.41
Accordingly, since joy rises through the raised feet of dance, the perfect performance of a
mitzvah is an elevation of its base levels (the 'feet') to their divine or holy root. Confession, and
charity. and kindness to one's wife may heal the preceding defects—even as simplicity and
humility may raise up faith when it falls through pride or cleverness. Such ritual rectifications
are dance-like in their dynamism, filling the structure (or qomah) of each commandment with a
joyous energy. In turn, their perfected performance repair and perfect the limbs which perform
them, and so, correspondingly, is perfection effected upon the Qomah on High. Thus from the
micro- to the macro-levels the mitzvot have messianic potential—and dance is their catalyst.

Let me conclude this point with reference to a third genre in the Bratzlav corpus,
(alongside the Teachings and Prayers)—the Tales, and in particular the story of the "Seven
Beggars." The multifaceted messianic message of this narrative is well-known, and, since early
times, commentators have also not failed to note that the appearance of the seventh beggar
"without feet" (vos on fees) on the seventh day of the wedding celebration symbolizes the
seventh and final gradation of the divine hierarchy, whose perfection, so necessary for all higher
unifications, is clearly marred. Indeed, Rabbi Nahman himself explicitly indicates the truncated
messianic potential of this image when he says that the tale of the crippled beggar will only be
heard in messianic times, shoyn nit herrn biz moshiah vet kumn. What I would add here is the
fact that the "beggar without feet" is preceded by six other messengers who have apparent

defects in their eyes, ears, mouth, neck, back, and hands, respectively. That is, each of the
beggars is associated with specific parts of the body, and these altogether symbolize the
anthropomorphic structure of the divine hierarchy that may be perfected when humans purify
their limbs through holy deeds and commandments. For Nahman, this is the messianic core of
this last of 13 mayses (or tales), which clearly alludes to the supernal cosmic structure.42

***

Rabbi Nahman's suggestion that the messianic truth cannot now be heard (shoyn nit
herrn) reminds us of the high state of hearing alluded to in the teaching of Rabbi Moshe Hayyim
Ephraim, with which we began. As depicted, the people at Sinai only saw the dancing angels—
as the earthly animation of Gods voice. They themselves did not yet merit the higher level of
actually hearing it. Nahman, who so profoundly personalized the parable of dance in that earlier
teaching, also has a remarkable instruction concerning hearing itself.

Rabbi Nahman says that one must work hard and persistently to enter the holiness of joy,
which is of the nature of the deepest affirmation of God's truth in deed and hearing. Hence when
the people of Israel at Sinai said na‘aseh ve-nishma‘ ("Let us do and hear;" Exodus 24:7) they
entered into a blissful moment of transcendence, when myriads of angels crowned each and
every one with both the manifest or exoteric meaning of Torah, the level of na‘aseh (doing), but
also with its hidden or esoteric truth, called nishma‘ (hearing). Thus through the performance of
the commandments, in their exoteric aspect, the Jew will be enveloped by their mystical aura,
and drawn to their secret sound in his heart. Here transpires the highest level of divine worship,
a mystical "service of the heart" whereby the natural self is totally annihilated through
attachment to the Infinite bittul u-devekut la-’ein sof).43

Now this highest of all levels is not attained without great spiritual work, whose very
dialectic is itself of the nature of na‘aseh ve-nishma‘. That is, there is at every "level" of this
world, and "in every world," a dynamic process of moving from na‘aseh (doing) to nishma‘
(hearing) in continual progressions and spirals—for each attainment of nishma‘ is but a level of
na‘aseh for the ongoing quest.44 The true adept must thus struggle with ceaseless honesty and
perseverance, since deceptions and demands are repeated at every level with ever greater
subtlety. And yet Rabbi Nahman gives hope that eventually one may attain the "beginning of
(the) divine emanation" where, for the first time, the seeking soul will perceive the torat ha-Shem
be-'emet, "the Divine Torah in (its essential) truth." That is, it is only at this consummate rung of
na‘aseh where one realizes that all previous perceptions of God's Torah were metaphorical and
derivative (mush'al), owing to the representational nature of human consciousness . Beyond this,
there is nothing more to say. For when one passes over to the level of nishma‘ in this dyad, "he
merits to be utterly absorbed into the Infinite Divine, (wherein) truly his Torah is the actual
Torah of God, and his prayer the actual prayer of God" (ukhishe-zokheh le-hikkalel be-’ein sof,
’azai torato torat ha-Shem mamash, u-tefillato tefillat ha-Shem mamash).45

Rabbi Nahman believed that his teachings and reproof, which functioned as the "feet" of
his generation, might heal the soul of those who listen, and raise them to ever higher levels of
faith.46 Indeed, he believed that his stories had the power to catalyze his followers to the very
heights of ecstasy—to give them, in one moment, the ultimate bliss of God. Or as he said, in
what may be the most astonishing word of an astonishing master: "The world has not yet tasted
me at all; for if they were to hear but one torah that I say with its (proper) melody and dance,
they would all attain complete spiritual annihilation (hayu betellim be-viytul gamur)"—zey zolln
mikh herrn eyn toyroh mit dem nign un mit eyn tanz, vollt di ganze velt oys gegangen (the whole
world would 'expire')."47

***

With this I conclude, and, in doing so, complete a cycle of answers to my initial question
of what may happen when we dance. For Rabbi Nahman of Bratzlav, as interpreted here, the
structure of dance activates a series of homologies that coordinate the human world of action and
the divine worlds of blessing. Indeed, through dance, the de-vitalized natural self absorbs
transcendental powers which, in turn, energize the supernal Being vitiated by human sin. But in
closing we have learned more: even the very teachings of the master, like those discussed here,
have each an ideal configuration or conjunction of content, sound, and movement. When these
are perfectly realized—as a verbal torah (teaching) performed with its requisite and unique
dance-like gestures (or energy)—the hearer may be seized in one fell swoop by transcendental
ecstasy. How much more so the speaker himself? It is thus hardly surprising (though no less
startling) to learn that, immediately after Rabbi Nahman spoke his word on "the dance of
instruction," he turned to his disciple and scribe, Rabbi Noson, and asked: Vos hob ikh gezokt
("What did I [just] say")?48
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